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Execution of earthwork 



1.Irregularities in execution of earthwork 

Execution of earth work for  addl. Loop line  by Divsn. 

Execution of earthwork commenced and paid CC1 

without recording initial levels in prescribed Std. level 

books signed by DEN/Sr DEN”  

Entire formation earthwork done was recorded and paid 

as Moorum Blanketing- upto 1.5m depth 

Moorum blanketing was done and paid without test report 

of suitability of blanketing from SML/SC, which is 

mandatory before commencement of blanketing earth 

work  



Irregularities in execution of earthwork 

  Soil sample was tested and found not suitable for 

Moorum blanketing ie., fines passing through 75 

micron is ranging from 28% to 54% as against 5% 

for plastic fines. 

No field compaction test records were available 

with SSE/W 

During the same check, drain work executed  

nearby was checked and found that  bed concrete  

CC 1:3:6  item was not executed but recorded and 

paid for an amt of Rs.78,842/-. ADEN also test 

checked as per record 

Sample Report 



During investigation, both officials stated that, the 

concrete was washed away by running water. 

 

Major penalty charge sheet issued to ADEN, SSE/W 

and minor penalty to SSE/DRG. 

 

The entire qty earthwork  recorded for Blanketing  

has been re-classified as COE and recovery of 

Rs.13.86 lakhs has been made from agency. 

 

 Recovery of Rs 78,842/- was done for non execution 

of drain bed concrete. 

 

Irregularities in execution of earthwork 



Test report of Soil Sample 

back 



Test report of soil sample 

back 



   2. Irregularities in execution of safety related track 

work (Value: Rs. 1.87 Cr) 

 

 12888 nos. of  fish plates paid as against 6444 

joints (taking each fishplate as a number 

instead of joints) as per SSR item. 

 Removal of Rail Head Ballast for machine 

tamping paid for full length of tamping 

locations i.e. 57000 TRM. 

 Picking up of slacks manually done for a 

quantity of 60129 TRM (ranging 200 to 800 

mts per Km) and paid. 

 

 



Irregularity in fixing of Fish plates  



Irregularity in picking up of slacks 



Irregularities in picking up of slacks 



   2. Irregularities in execution of safety related track 

work (Value: Rs. 1.87 Cr) 

 

 Same quantity has been recorded as done on the next 

day of the first round of packing i.e. above quantity 

doubled for payment. 

 

 Measurements recorded by SSE and test checked by 

ADEN were cancelled by SSE/P.Way violating para 1324 

of Engg. Code. 

 

 Amount to be recovered towards inflated measurements 

is Rs.14,99,555/- from agency 

  Concerned officials are taken up under DAR action. 

 



Cancellation of MB 



Overlooking of vitiation aspect while 
processing variations 

• in regard to dealing with variation of an 
Agts.for the work of construction of diesel 
trainees hostel at diesel Loco shed for an 
Agt.value of Rs. 58.74 lakhs . The rates 
awarded at the time of awarding agreements 
are  

 

 

 

Schedule                        At the time tender 

Sch-A NS items                              (-) 10% 

Sch-B SSR items                              (+) 20% 

Sch-C CEMENT SSR items                                (-) 6% 

Sch-D general SSR items                                At par 



Overlooking of vitiation aspect while 
preparing variations 

• Variation for this agreement was proposed 
and accepted two times by two different 
tender committees. 

• During first negotiation, the following rates 
were awarded duly overlooking the vitiation 
aspect for an amount of Rs.3.68 lakhs 



First Variation statement 

Schedule Face value of work for 

which negotiations were 

conducted 

                                     Accepted rates 

At the time 

tender 

At the time of first 

variation 

Accepted value of 

variation 

Sch-A NS items (Non 

foundation) 

Rs. 54,000=00 (-) 10% (+) 20% Rs.64, 800=00 

Sch-B SSR items- 

(Non foundation)  

Rs.1,85,000=00 (+) 20% (+) 68% Rs.3, 10, 800=30 

New additional NS 

items 

Rs.6,14,100=00 ---------- (+) 44% Rs.8, 84, 304=00 



Overlooking of vitiation aspect while 
preparing variations 

• Tender Committee has recommended the higher 
rates in variation without checking the vitiation 
aspect. 

• In doing so, the TC overlooked RB’s instructions 
issued on this subject vide letter 
no.94/CE/1/CT/37, Dt.5.5.95 and RB’s ltr. 
No.94/CE/1/CT/4, Dt.17.10.02. 

• During second and final negotiation TC observed 
that at the time of initial variation, there is a 
vitiation for an amount of Rs.3.68 lakhs. 

 

 



Overlooking of vitiation aspect while 
preparing variations 

• Tender Committee gave counter offer by 
reducing the rates in such a way that there is 
no risk of vitiation. 

 

 

• However, agency refused to accept the 
counter offer made by the TC. 

 



Conclusion 

• Thus, the first negotiated Tender Comittee 
Members i.e.Convenor, Finance Member & 
Third Member are responsible for overlooking 
the vitiation aspect to an amount of Rs.2.39 
lakhs than originally accepted rates violating 
RB’s guidelines. 




